Tirhut College of Physical Education
(Managed By :- Tirhut College of Physical Educatiion Society)
Krishnandan Sahay Nagar ,Jhaphan, Muzaffarpur (Bihar) - 842314
email : - tcpe.muz@gmail.com

web site :- www.tcpe.org

Deserving and interested persons are invited to apply for recruitment on following posts
in Tirhut College of Physical Education , Muzaffarpur along with all relevant documents
latest by 22.05.2018 in the Principal’s Office of the College .
Posts with requisite Qualifications and Experiences :
1. Principal / Head of the Department :- 1 ( One Post )
(i)
Academic & Professional Qualifications will be as prescribed for the post of
Lecture.
(ii)
At least five years of experiences as a Lecturer in a Physical Education Teacher
Training Institution .
2. Lecturer : - 6 ( Six Post )
3. Librarian :- 1 ( One Post )
Post Graduate degree in library and information science .
4. Sport’s Experts :- 4 ( Four Post )
Bachelor’s / Master.‘s degree in physical education with specialization in one game /
sport / Bachelor’s degree in physical education with Diploma in Coaching in
specialized sport in at least one game / sport
5. Dietician :- 1 ( One Post )
Post graduate degree in nutrition sciences .
6. ICT Instructor :- 1 ( One Post )
Post graduate degree in information practices / information sciences
7. Ground Staff :- 2 ( Two Post )
With knowledge of marking grounds and maintaining sports fields
8. Helper Attendant :- 2 ( Two Post )
Note :-. The requisite and desirable qualifications and experience and other details
concerning the above mentioned posts can be seen on the website of the College .
1. Every applicant must furnish the name of post for which he / she is applying
along with his / her name , father’s / husband’s name , present & permanent
address(es) , mobile number for contact , email id ( if it be possible ) , detailed

qualifications from matriculation onward to the essential qualification needed for the
post and experiences relevant to the post .
2. Detailed Information regarding Interview to be held for the above mentioned
posts will be communicated to the deserving candidates through their email addresses
and Mobile SMS as mentioned in their respective applications and also on the website
of the College .
3. Rules Regarding Reservation for employment will be followed as per Govt. of
Bihar . Candidate belonging to the reserved categories shall have to furnish proper
certificate from the competent authority .
4. Contact numbers for queries about interview for posts mentioned above .
1. Mr. S.N. Singh

: - 9304419911

2. Mr. Ajitabh

:-

8789231005

3. Mr. Sanjay

:-

9939831310

4. Mr. Ritu Raj

:-

7004155367

